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Ar rumAyliyAh
Buzzing Dunes
Words & Photography Jerzy Wierzbicki

A few months ago a member of a famous international
4x4 club called me seeking information about the
deserts in the Sultanate. He was intent on experiencing
them, but avoiding the tourist traps and more famed
hotspots, as he had stumbled across the article we
prepared last year in Y covering the “Cinnamon Desert”
(ref issue 104).

Very important! The sand is softer than
that found in Wahiba. Small sandy heaps
are clustered, making it difficult for heavy
vehicles. Real 4WD cars (with reduction)
are compulsory, so too, low pressure in the
tyres. I strongly suggest you do not go there
alone. Explore the sand dunes on foot. Do
not forget to take sufficient water and food.
Mobile phone reception is very weak.

On a visit to Oman he looked me up, rented a Land
Cruiser, and sure enough, we set off for sand dunes near
small settlement called Ar Rumayliyah. I was adamant
that I could show him an exceptional desert that very
few 4x4 enthusiasts have seen. Words fail to describe
the emotions we experienced upon our arrival. Soft,
powdery sand piled sky high composes the backdrop,
and small twisted trees dot the landscape. All you have
is the eerie silence and sporadic whizzing sound of
sand in a gust of wind.

How to get tHere:
From Muscat to Mahoot pass by Sinaw. Stay on road nr.
32. In Mahoot refuel your car. After 75 kilometres you
will pass a signpost to Ar Rumaylah. The sand dunes
are approx. 6-7 kilometers off the blacktop road.

gPS N20’23’28” e57’48’37”
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I was waiting for this trip to the mountains for the first rain to
come as this provides the right weather conditions in the Omani
mountains for taking excellent landscape photographs.

The Twisted Trees of
al Jebal al Akhdar

I set off to al Jabal al Akhdar last weekend and I took along
some friends who wanted to see how I take photographs for Y.
We reached the police checkpoint at the foot of the mountain
around noon. There is a very steep and winding road to the top
of the mountains and only 4x4 cars can go to al Jabal Al Akhdar.
Last time I visited these Omani mountains I saw lots of small
trees, twisted by the wind and this became the subject of my
photography this time! On the top of the hills the weather was
absolutely perfect.

Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki

It was a sunny and windy day with a few clouds that gave us
a lot of opportunities for good landscape photography. The
temperature was almost two times lower than in Muscat. On
the top we turned in the direction of a small town called Shnoot.
Behind Shnoot, I turned right again to a wide gravel track and
after a few kilometres we found a lot of trees in fantastic and
strange shapes. Some of these trees were completely twisted
by the wind. I put my camera on the tripod and I started
capturing these trees on film. After an hour we set off to the end
of the gravel track, which ends next to a deep and wide valley.
Opposite us we saw a small village called Sugra, which looked
like a Mexican pueblo from Ansel Adams’ photography. One of
my photography students, Nadine, installed a super telephoto
lens and she took some nice shots of the stone buildings in
Sugra village and in the afternoon we set off deeper into al Jabal
al Akhdar. When the light was very soft and warm we pulled our
cars over somewhere on the top of the hills where we continued
capturing old and fancy shaped trees.
Al Jabal al Akhdar is a very well known place for weekend trips.
However, all photography amateurs can find a lot of good places
to take photos. The light conditions are significantly different
from those we find in Muscat. The air is much cleaner and
visibility is terrific for panoramic landscape photography. Do not
forget a tripod, though!
HOW TO GET THERE:
From Muscat keep on the road to Nizwa, then set off to Birkat
Al Mouz and follow the road posts directing you to al Jabal al
Akhdar. Due to steep and windy roads, only 4x4 cars can drive
here, but even experienced drivers should watch out for the
weather conditions! In the mountains, weather conditions can
change suddenly and driving can become dangerous.
GPS coordinates: N22’57” E57’40”
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Summer

Nomadic life and pristine deserts have been regular settings
for some of the world’s greatest stories. One of the greatest
examples of ‘desert literature’ is that of a British officer,
turned adventurer, T.E Lawrence, who wrote about his
experiences in Arabia during the First World War in ‘Seven
Pillars of Wisdom’. The autobiographical work features vivid
descriptions of the Middle East culture, from a western
context. Many years ago travelling in an old worn-out bus
travelling from Bur Safaga to Suez , I read this book for the
first time. At that point I never realized that in several years
time I would experience many adventures in the sandy and
uninhabited deserts, myself.

SandStorm

I was reminded of this moment two weeks ago, when I tried
to check out the western threshold of Sharqiya Sands. In the
evening I took a short break and hid between the small faded
orange sand dunes of the desert, somewhere southeast of
Sinaw. I walked a little, investigating the area and found a
landscape completely different from what is usually found
in the Bidiya area. The sand dunes are small, clustered and
not too high. The whole area is also dotted with small acacia
trees and shrubbery. Initially it was very hot, dry and quiet
with a weak wind that veiled the desert in silence.
Suddenly, around 5pm, the weather conditions completely
changed and I was beaten back by strong winds. It soon
picked up into a full-blown sandstorm coming out from
the east but it created the perfect light conditions and
atmosphere for good desert photography. Immediately, I
protected my camera from the dust, and started snapping
away. A few times the wind blew my legs out of place, making
it challenging to walk through the soft sand and blankets of
dust blinded my eyes. I had taken around 300 photographs
when the sun set. Visibility was poor so I decided to set off
for the asphalt road using my GPS locator.
The sandstorm was not extremely strong, or very dangerous,
however the awareness of being alone, surrounded by pure
nature was a great pleasure and experience. I recommend
anyone who wants a real desert adventure to go there during
the summer sandstorm season.
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki
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Night in The Desert
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki
I had my mind set on capturing night-time pictures
in the desert some time ago, but due to bad weather
conditions I was forced to postpone my venture till
later when the dust in the air settled.
This Eid turned out to be the perfect time for my
shoot and so I took my friends into the desert near
Hayma that turned out to be a wonderful experience.
The temperature was a pleasant 32 degrees Celsius,
with a fresh wind blowing now and then. The moon
was shining and the star lit sky further contributed
to the magical natural ambience that evening. I
carried my photography equipment along with me
and camped amidst sand dunes to capture some
fascinating night photographs.
Long exposure always creates special effects and
pictures look similar to paintings. Within three
hours I managed to capture 25 photographs. The
subtle moon light casted shadows on the rocks,
sand heaps and small trees making of some great
shots. Our man-made fire illuminated the area,
dancing in the night, creating a soft and warm
scenario. Later in the night one of my friends began
playing with a flashlight. Long exposures recorded
his movement that created beautiful images.
The desert in the night is a magnificent time for
spectacular landscapes photography. I encourage
to amateurs photographers to give a shot at night
photography here in Oman. If you are planning to
go into the desert in the night, make sure you have
a good 4x4 vehicle, plenty of water and food. The
desert environment is undoubtedly beautiful, but
can also be very dangerous.
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Jaaluni
arabian
oryx
Sanctuary

It’s one of the most significant images in the history of
modern photography, which proved to be a huge inspiration
for me many years ago. The ‘Running White Deer’, captured
by John Paul Caponigro in Ireland in 1967. This famous image
features white deer running past a dark forest background
with the animals in motion. The picture was taken in very
low light conditions and the photographer had to use a long
exposure time and a black and white film. I remember when
I saw this particular image for the first time, many years
before I began my career as a photographer. Many long years
later when we decided to write a story about the Arabian
Oryx of Oman the first thought which came to my mind was
to take traditional black and white pictures for this terrific
story which is featured in this issue in our Y Rated section.
I set off for the Arabian Oryx Sanctuary in Jaaluni in the
middle of the night on a Wednesday. I was driving to Jiddat
al Harasis plateau in the central Oman, which is where
Jaaluni’s Arabian Oryx Sanctuary is located. I reached the
reservation very late in the night and at dawn I was woken
by a kind Omani biologist who is working on the site. After
an introduction to how I should behave on the reservation
so I don't frighten the animals I jumped into a Land Cruiser
pickup and drove deeper into the site and closer to the Oryx.
The animals were not scared but it was impossible to get
closer than a few metres to the Oryx. It was feeding time
and most of them had been waiting for their supply of fresh
hay. After half an hour I set my camera on a monopod and I
caught two young Oryx fighting for food.
I spent a couple of hours there and when the sun had
scorched my skin red I finished, having taken around 400
images. For this story I used my Nikon F6 which is the last
professional film camera made by Nikon, along with three
fixed AF Nikkor lenses - a 300/2.8 ED 180/2.8 ED and 24/2.8
wide lens. I used a black and white ILFORD XP-2 negative
film which I later develop in Muscat, having scanned these
images myself.
How to get tHere:
First of all, before you set off, you have to get the permission
to visit the place from the Office for Conservation of the
Environment Diwan of Royal Court. More information on
the site call 99348022.
Take to Road nr. 31 to Haima and then refuel your car at the
town and turn left towards Duqm using Road nr. 37. After
several dozen kilometres you will find a signpost to the
Arabian Oryx Sanctuary. Set off on the gravel road the sign
points to and after 40 km you will reach the entrance to the
reservation.
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy wierzbicki
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Mastering the Dunes of

raMlat az zaMayiM
Last week my friend Andy – a loyal reader of Y - invited me on a trip to the
desert. Reluctant to re-visit Wahiba, partly due to the soaring temperatures,
and partly because of the frequency at which I find myself exploring that
location, we decided to venture to Ramlat Az Zamayim.
So why Ramlat Az Zamayim? It is completely different to Wahiba Sands, and
is part of the biggest sand desert in the world, Ar Rub Al Khali, also known
as the Empty Quarters. Here you will find sand dunes separated by both hard
and flat terrain.

Ramlat Az Zamayim is a gorgeous location. It is very clean and
a magnificent place for those seeking isolation. Be careful, the
desert is an unpredictable and dangerous place. Do not go there
alone, without experience, additional food, water, GPS, fuel and
basic medical supplies. Phone reception is very weak or nonexistent. Only serious 4x4s with a reduction transmission and
drivetrain should attempt this trip. Check your car before you
set off; battery, tyres, oil, coolant etc.

how to get there:
Go to road number 31 from Muscat to Salalah. Pass Adam and
head towards Hayma. In Qarn al Alam re-fuel your car. After the
junction to Mahoot, go straight for a few kilometres and you
will see directions to Ramlat az Zamayim air strip. Turn right
one kilometre after that road sign. The total distance (from
Muscat) for this trip is around 400 km.
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy wierzbicki

We started late in the evening on Wednesday, and after a few hours we left
the tarmac road behind and headed west. After 20 kilometres we reached
our first sand dune, where we set up camp for the night. At dawn we saw that
the area is full of pale-yellow sand dunes, and lined with hills. We set off to
go even deeper into the sand and after 15 kilometres we reached a long
wadi, shrubbery and small acacia trees. Another ideal camping site; I
marked this place on my GPS locater and we pressed on. At noon
the mercury reached 44 degrees C, and like clockwork we
heard the tyre separate from the rim of Andy’s 4x4. In the
scorching sun we found a flat surface and immediately
replaced the wheel, and within an hour we were off
again. It was time to rest and have lunch.
With a cool change in the afternoon the
wind picked up, hindering visibility. Relying
on my GPS it appeared that we were only
60 kilometres from an asphalt road, so we
waited for the sun to set and prepared some
strong coffee. Exhausted and beaten by the
summer heat and sand we set up camp again and
lay there in the quiet, relishing the night sky. I quickly
set up my tripod and started taking night shots. Sleeping
late, we awoke to the sound of birds in nearby acacias staging
a rather loud ‘morning meeting’. Another photo-op!
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Camping at Wadi Shittal
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki

Last week, I travelled down to the south of Oman after strong
rain to see the impact on the area of the recent storms. I set
off south to Al Huqf towards Wadi Shittal and reached a small
petrol pump near the entrance of Wadi Shittal. The weather
was now pleasant and cold, although a little bit humid after
the rainstorm. I refilled my car and moved into Wadi Shittal
and two kilometres later I had to stop my car due to a lot of
mud in a small valley. I found an alternative way around and
after 20 minutes I was inside Wadi Shittal. After the rain, the
air was clean with soft winter sunlight that was absolutely
perfect for landscape photography. I was lucky! Conditions
like this are not too often seen in Oman so I started capturing
images.
A day earlier in Wadi Shittal there were a lot of small
waterfalls and fast streams which totally changed the terrain
in some parts of the valley. In the evening I found an excellent
camping site for the night, with long and wild panoramic
views of Wadi Shittal. I decided to stay there for the night,
and when the darkness spread the valley became veiled in
moonlight and the colours of the rocks and sands appeared
as stage decorations for an artistic performance. I fitted my
camera onto the tripod and I took some long exposure night
shots. The stars were moving in the sky and the rocks and
sand dunes reflected soft and warm moonlight. It was eerily
quiet; even the wind had ceased. The next morning I set off
very early as heavy and dark clouds appeared in the sky. I
did not want to risk staying more than 10km away from the
asphalt roads during the rain. I have seen before that rain in
Oman can change the desert into a ‘sea of mud’ which makes
it very dangerous for driving, even with a good 4x4 car.
Wadi Shittal is a very old place, a part of the southern
Al Huqf region which is filled with old rocks. The
cliffs at Wadi Shittal are composed of many layers
making it of geological interest to readers, but really
it’s a place for all with many good places for camping.
HOW TO GET THERE
Keep on Road 32 from Muscat to Duqum and pass Mahoot,
heading straight for Duqum. Around 70 km after Mahoot is
a small Al Maha petrol pump (N20’12’6” E57’43’57”) where
it is a good idea to fill up your car. 6 km after the Al Maha
service station is a junction to your right. Take the gravel
track which directs you straight to Wadi Shittal (N20’09’1”
E 5743’28”).
The total distance from Muscat is 480 km and I suggest you
use a good 4x4 car (with reduction) for the trip. Wadis and
rain can destroy roads and tracks which can make driving
extremely risky. During the dry season you can explore the
area in a small SUV as the surface in Wadi Shittal is good
enough for small all wheel drive cars.
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A few months ago two members of a famous 4x4 club
(TLC.ORG.PL) called me seeking information about the
Empty Quarters (Rub Al Khali) desert. I offered them a trip
to Ramlat Umm al Hayt in the first week of September.
We set off in the middle of the night from Muscat, directly
to a small village called Shisr Range. Muscat is around
850km from Shisr. We reached just outside of Shisr (Ash
Shisar) the following day at around noon. Shisr is also
the last place where one can refuel one’s car. After noon
when the light was perfect for photography we found the
first high dunes in Ramlat Umm al Hayt , the edge of the
Empty Quarters, the biggest sand desert in the World!
Magnificent view! Pavel who was one of the expedition
member, installed a small GoPro cam on the roof of my
car and we moved deeper between big, soft and clustered
sand heaps.
At sunset we pulled over behind a big dune and made some
food on a bonfire and quietly went to sleep. In the Morning
we woke up very early when the sun was still not too strong
and after a small cup of strong coffee we set off on our
exploration. We travelled several dozen kilometers deeper
into the “sea of sands” and sometimes we’d walk up to the
top of the sand dunes to take some pictures of the desert
landscapes. Words fail to express the kind of emotions we
experienced up there. The awareness of infinite space,
the haunting silence of the pristine desert broken only
by whispers of warm winds in your ears, make this trip
absolutely enchanting. I highly recommend experiencing
the Empty Quarters especially when it exists in the same
country you live in.

HOW TO GET THERE:
From Muscat to Dawkah road 31 pass Adam and Haima.
In Dawkah set off on the gravel road which will take you
directly to Shisr. You must top up on fuel in Shisr as it is
the last petrol station. From Shisr continue on to Fasad.
From there on, after 40 km you will find huge sand dunes
on your right.

TLC EMPTY QUARTERS EXPEDITION
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki

VERY IMPORTANT!
The sand is much softer in the Empty Quarters than in

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmfNeAnea_A

Wahiba for example. The biggest sand dunes are separated
by flat and hard terrain. If you are not a good off-roader, I
strongly suggest you do not drive on the sand and explore
on foot instead. Do not go there alone without additional
food and water. If you are planning to drive on the sand,
you need to reduce pressure in your tyres by as much as
50%. Carry a pressure gauge.
GPS location of Ramlat Umm al Hayt: N18’42” E52’54”
On You Tube channel is a short film clip from our last trip
to the Empty Quarters
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“Ocean Cloud” Wadi Shwamiye
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki

Since my first day in Oman, I have travelled around
the Sultanate looking for gorgeous places to take good
photographs. After these long four years I saw plenty of
incredible spots in the deserts, on the shores and in the
mountains. Some places and experiences are unforgettable.
The last time I found another one of these amazing places
was in Wadi Shwamiye.
It was a few weeks back, as I was coming back from a
trip to Mirbat with a group of friends. After almost 4 hours
permanently driving we decided to turn directly to the coast
somewhere between Salalah and a small town called Al
Jazir. In the evening, we reached out to the valley and at
this moment appeared a breathtaking view! All eyes turned
towards a deep and long valley called Wadi Shwamiye.
The time for exploring this area was excellent, as it was
sunset, pleasantly cold and the wind dispersed fog on the
stony beach, which met with dark hills. We reached closer
to the sea, which was very rough. Big white waves crashed
against black rocks covered by intensive green algae. I
putted my camera on a tripod and used a long telephoto lens
to capture the heavy sea. After an hour I decide to check
small wadis around it, filled with sharp rocks and small
trees. It also became our place for camping for the night.
In the morning, we woke up very early due to strong winds.
It was still Khareef season and so the weather was a little
unpredictable. After quick breakfast and strong coffee we
set off between old rocks. It seemed like many years ago
the sea was a few hundred metres closer to the hills and
even know the sand on the beach was wet and very soft.
I switched the low-range gear on my car and I drove to
the sea. Again, like the day before, nature gave us a lot of
opportunities to capture some nice shots! The sun was not
very strong due to fog and clouds. The light was very warm

HOW TO GET THERE:
From Muscat take the Duqm pass to Sinaw and Mahoot and keep on Road 32. Refuel
your car in the Sinaw and Duqm stops. From Duqm, set off to Al Jazir following Road
41. From Al Jazir, head straight onto the small town of Shalim. From Shalim, turn
left to Wadi Shwamiye following the road posts. All road from Muscat to Shwamiye
are black tops so 4x4 is not compulsory unless you want to drive on the beach. The
approximate distance from Muscat is around 850km. Do not ignore service stations
during your trip as after Sinaw petrol stations aren’t always open in the night.
GPS coordinates: N17’53” E55’37”

JERZY WIERZBICKI PHOTOGRAPHY

and the settings in the area looked like it had been taken
from a fantasy movie.
But we had to move back to Muscat so we pulled over
our cars for one last time on the top of the hill which
surrounded Wadi Shwamiye. I was watching the clouds
in the sky which changed the entire landscape into a
beautiful scene with warm colours. From the speakers in
my car came one of my favourite songs “Ocean Cloud”
by Marillion, which seemed to suit to mood perfectly.
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Qalhat
In Oman, we are fortunate to have historical sites scattered within a short distance of the capital.
Many of them are being excavated and analysed, such as the archeological site in Al Huqf that we
featured last year. Perhaps the most interesting archeological site in Oman is only a two-hour drive
from Muscat. Qalhat, in the 14th and 15th century, was one of the most important cities in the Arab
world; it was the glory of the Kingdom of Hormuz. At the top of the township sits the tomb of Bibi
Miryam. It was built by Bahauddin Ayez, the king of Hormuz in the 13th century, in honour of his wife
Miryam. The architectural style is similar to that of the Samanid Mausoleum in Bukhara (Uzbekistan),
which was constructed in the 10th century.
This is really a magnificent location, and anyone planning a weekend trip to Sur, or its surrounding
wadis in the Eastern Hajar Mountains, should definitely stop to explore this mystical place.
how to get there:
Go to Sur; pass Quriyat and head for Qalhat. The Tomb rests on your left hand side, a few hundred
meters from the bitumen road.
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy wierzbicki
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Wadi Bani HaBiB
We detailed in a past issue the beauty of Jebel Al Akhdar, and
with the weather now at a perfect clime we thought it would be
a great chance to revisit the area. This week we travelled to Wadi
Bani Habib, a quaint locale that has become famous for its juicy
pomegranates, a fruit that blossoms perfectly amongst the cool,
wind beaten hills of Jebel Al Akhdar. The abandoned village proves
to be a fascinating and intriguing lure, with empty homes scattered
around the vicinity, each one tells a story of traditional life amongst
the foothills of Oman. Nowadays, agriculture is in rich abundance
and a foot path close by to the village makes the ideal route for
some light rambling amongst green foliage and past pleasant
falaj streams that will present an array of wonderful photography
opportunities along the way.

directions
Take the road to Nizwa and just before the town turn right when
you see the road signs for Jebel Al Akhdar. At the top of the Jebel,
head for and pass Sayq village. After several kilometres you will
find parking spaces opposite Wadi Bani Habib. As is always the
case for Jebel Al Akhdar, a 4X4 vehicle is compulsory.
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I found out about a Duck-shaped rock in Al Huqf around one-and-a-half years ago, and
I was determined to pay it a visit. I started by studying a Google Earth map to find the
direction there – however, there wasn’t too much information available. On Global
Explorer, I found two ways to get to this rock - the easy route by the tracks from the
north and a much more exiting but difficult way from a southwards direction! I chose
the second one. I went there for the first time on March 2010 when I grabbed my

‘dUCky roCk’
in AL HUqF
esCArpments

camping equipment and looked for the “way” between small wadi valleys interrupted
by small but very soft sand dunes and sabkha surfaces. The desert is extremely
unpredictable here with difficult dimensions, sand dunes, salty surfaces and stones.
After a few hours I stopped opposite a very long and steep sand dune. I could not cross
this barrier, especially as night was coming. Mission failed!

Words & Photography Jerzy Wierzbicki

Again, I checked some maps and plans on the internet and I was pretty sure that
the south route was still possible to cross. What I found was a small ‘crack’ between
sand dunes - this was my last hope! A year later I had a guest from a world-famous
off-road club (www.tlc.org.pl), and we decided to go to this point together. We set off
from black top road early in the morning, slowly and carefully drove along following
the GPS coordinates. We crossed many types of terrain from small sharp rocks and
stones to short sand dunes, wadis and salty sabkha surfaces. Instant Oman off-road!
Occasionally our 4X4 cars got bogged down into deep, warm and soft sand. I needed
two hours to find a safe route between the sand dunes. This time everything was
going well and at approximately 2pm the convoy arrived at ‘Ducky Rock’.
The place is really sophisticated. Lonely, fancy shaped rock formations are located
between escarpments in the north and long sand dunes from the south. This place is
clean and very silent with just the noise of hot and dry winds - the perfect camping
site.
How to get tHere:
This is an easier, safer way, although a 4WD with reduction is compulsory.
From Muscat head to Mahout. When you reach Mahout refill you car and turn right,
off the road to the West. After 32 km you have to turn right to a workers camp. The
junction is very close to an oil installation which should be located on your left-hand
side. After 10-12km, you will
pass the workers camp and see
heavy vehicles on the track. At
this spot you must go off-road
and keep in this direction to
reach ‘Ducky Rock’. You should
get there from the north.
The more extreme way for
experienced off-roaders is a
shorter distance, but needs
more time. From the asphalt
road at the point N20’52’20.46”
E57’40’30.54” a few kilometres
after the junction to workers
camp, turn right and go north
to the entrance between the
sand dunes +/- N20’52’20.46”
E57’39’33”. Be

CAreFUL!

DO NOT go there alone and
without adequate water and food
supplies, and carefully check
your car before the trip!
FinAL destinAtion:
'Ducky Rock' - N21’00’33”
E57’40’59”
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February 01, 2011 Issue 155

Masirah island
Words & Photography Jerzy Wierzbicki
Two weeks ago I checked out the weather in
the Sultanate. I found information that the
conditions for the rugged south coastline
of Oman would be ideal for angling. Great!
That meant that the ferryboats in Shennah
Harbour will be operating without delay. I set
off on Wednesday night and by 3am I was on
the Shennah peer. The first ferry moved at
sunrise. Cold, fresh and salty air and a cup of
strong coffee put me in good spirits for the
16-kilometre journey to Hilf on Masirah Island.
An hour later I was on the island, and set off
south. My favorite spot is Ras Abu Rasas, where
open ocean waves meet with quiet, warm
and shallow water from the channel between
Masirah and the mainland.
This time I ventured further down the eastern
shore where thousands of rocks divide the
white sandy beaches to form small bays filled
with turquoise water. It is a fantastic place for
camping. In the shallow, warm waters, live
small colourful fishes, but is not easy to catch
them! My efforts were rewarded with a few
Shari and the odd Hammour.
Masirah is desolate. There’s small town called
Ras Hilf in the north, with a few small hotels.
The whole island can be traversed on a black
top road. The distance from Hilf to Abu Rasas
is approximately 75km.
how to get there:
From Muscat to Mahoot (road nr. 32). in
Mahoot there is a road sign with directions
to shennah harbour. the cost of the ferry is
10 ro one way.
Check the weather before trip. if the sea
conditions are hazardous the ferryboats
will not operate.

Here at Y, we practice 'catch and release' sport fishing.
we encourage our readers to do the same!
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There are still plenty of ‘undiscovered’ places left to be ventured in Oman.
One of these is Al Huqf desert which I explored during the Eid holidays. I

AL Huqf
in tHe nigHt

decided to set off at night so I geared up and drove into the darkness. After
about 300km driving on the asphalt, I lowered the pressure in the tires
and went off-road into a pristine, dry and windy landscape. Luckily, the
stars and the moon were bright, unveiling an array of small sand dunes
with ‘Delicate Sound of Thunder’ by Pink Floyd blasting from the speakers.
Bliss!
After 25 kilometres the terrain completely changed and now I was faced
with incredible rock formations. It was one of the most impressive places
that I have seen in Oman, something which resembled a prehistoric
fossil museum – even some of the rocks were shaped like huge ancient
dinosaurs – horrifying and monumental forms that haunted the desert. I
was surrounded! This entire situation put me in an unusual mood! A s ilent
night, constantly low wind and these amazing rocks highlighted by my Land
Cruiser lights alone; the atmosphere of the place was incredible. With my
camera, I thought I would share with the readers these amazing sights.

How to get tHere:
From Sahwa tower take the Nizwa road and head to Adam. From Adam take
the road to Hayma (the main road to Salalah) and in Ghaba North you will
find the last petrol station. If you wish to continue the journey then it is a
must that you refill your car here! Just 20 km behind Ghaba North is a road
junction; to the right is Qarn Alam and to the left is Al Huqf. Here you are
advised to switch on your GPS and head in a southeasterly direction! The
magnificent rock formations can be found around 30 km from the asphalt
road.

Advice:
If you are not an experienced off-roader, we strongly suggest you don't
venture there alone at night particularly if it's the first time! Real 4x4 cars
only! The surface in Al Huqf is very unpredictable! You can find sand dunes,
sharp stones, hard sandy surfaces, unexpected immersions and small but
stiff desert grasses. Do not forget to bring a lot of water, food and a first
aid. There is no mobile phone reception. Gentle and deliberate driving is
necessary.

Words and Photography Jerzy Wierzbicki
jerzy@y-oman.com
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Duqum Rocks Garden
Thoughts & Photography | Jerzy Wierzbicki

Now while the light is much more warm and soft, we have the
perfect season for landscape photography. There are a few great
places for photographers to visit when conditions are excellent,
and one of these is the fancy-shaped Rock Garden near Duqm,
central Oman. I was there last time almost two years ago. I
reached out Duqm two weeks ago in the morning. I set off on
the black top road and after less than 2 km I reached the first
rocks in the area. Behind Duqm there are a lot of old rocks where
nature has created interesting thousands of fascinating-shaped
rocks. I started capturing these interesting forms on my camera
and I found that a lot of rocks looked like ancient animals, fantastic
and abstract creatures. Others looked like enormous snooker
balls, and mushrooms, or laughing clowns’ faces. I was lucky
because of the sky, so I could find a lot of clean white clouds and
the sky was a pure and intense blue. I spent a few hours there
but took hundreds of photographs. ‘Duqm Rocks Garden’ is what
explorers call this place and it still is one of the hot spots in Oman
for landscape and natural life photography, in addition to being
very easy to reach, even for not so experienced travellers. The
most interesting rock formations can be found around 2 km from
the main road in Duqm. There is gravel track in good condition
that directs you to still under-construction Duqm port. The fancy
shaped rocks will be seen on a small hill on your right-hand side.
HOW TO GET THERE
From Muscat, take road number 32 via Sinaw and Mahoot. At Duqm
turn left at the gravel track behind Duqm Hostel. 4X4 is not compulsory.
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